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Issues Title Date Time Duration (min)

Latino USA 7/2/2019 6:05pm 54:01:00

Mauricio Pérez and his boyfriend Jorge Alberto Alfaro González met in El Salvador. After Mauricio’s sister was killed by members of a gang and Jorge’s 

young cousins were killed by a rival gang, Jorge and Mauricio decided to flee the country. They both applied for asylum in Mexico. But only Jorge's 

application was approved, forcing them to navigate Mexico's complex asylum system. Also on the show: The television series “Pose” is making history 

by featuring the largest cast of transgender actors ever on TV. Starring actresses MJ Rodriguez and Indya Moore talk with Latino USA about their 

roles. 

Making Contact
7/3/2019 6:30pm 29:00:00

The Port Chicago Sailors: Separate and Unequal 

75 years ago during World War II a deadly disaster hit when sailors, most of them African Americans, were loading ammunition onto ships at 

California's Port Chicago. 320 men were killed and while the white officers were given leave time and commended for heroic efforts, 328 of the 

surviving black enlistees were sent to load ammunition on another ship. When they refused, fifty men were charge and convicted of mutiny. It was the 

largest mutiny trial in U.S. naval history, and an early spark in the Civil Rights struggle.

Native American/Sexual 

Assault Sprouts 7/18/2019 6:30pm 29:00:00

Three of the "9 Little Girls" who grew up in St. Paul's Catholic Mission Boarding School for Indian children on the Yankton Sioux Reservation, describe 

physical, sexual, and mental abuses they remember being subjected to. 

Michelle Echols, their advocate, explains attempts to bring these crimes to trial and the greater meaning of these cases in light of current events and 

the dangers of separating children from their parents.

ADVISORY: This program contains graphic and deeply disturbing content describing violence and sexual abuse being inflicted upon children.

Economic/Civil Rights/US 

Poverty Alternative Radio 7/19/2019 6:00pm 57:00:00

Stephen Bezruchka – Economic Inequality Kills

Given that people in the U.S. spend more money on health care than the rest of the world combined, then logic would dictate that we have the best 

health outcomes. Well, we don’t. Why? Increasing evidence from epidemiologists— the scientists who study the health of populations — indicates that 

everything from life expectancy to infant mortality to obesity, can be linked to the level of economic inequality within a given population. Almost a 

quarter of U.S. families live in poverty, the highest of all rich nations. Poor health and poverty go hand-in-hand.  Checkups are deferred. Pain is 

endured. People engage in wishful thinking, i.e., maybe that numbness in my foot will just go away. Single payer universal health care would go a long 

way toward addressing our absurdly expensive health care system and reducing the number of unnecessary early deaths.

Stephen Bezruchka is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Global Health at the University of Washington in Seattle. He worked for many years as an 

emergency physician in Seattle. His particular areas of research are population health and societal hierarchy. He spent over 10 years in Nepal working 

in various health programs and teaching in remote regions. He is author of numerous articles and essays. He is a contributor to Sickness and Wealth, 

a book on the effects of global corporatization on health.  

This Way Out 7/24/2019 6:00pm 28:58:00

Pulse Pilgrimage+Turing Currency+global LGBTQ news!

The scene of the crime becomes a shrine of the movement; 50-pound Turings to pay tribute to a persecuted hero; Russia racks up another Euro-Court 

loss over LGBTQ rights, Moscow social workers are investigated for allowing gay dads to adopt, a lesbian couple sues Serbia for civil partnerships, 

Canadian Anglicans narrowly nix marriage canon equality, Martin and Bunny join the chorus of protests over Puerto Ricos homophobic and 

misogynistic governor, and more LGBTQ news from around the world! 

Black 

History/Literature/Women Making Contact 7/24/2019 6:30pm 29:00:00

Human Rights, Civil Liberties, 

LBGT

Civil Rights/Black History

LGBT/Civil 

Rights/Internationa
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Afrofuturism: Imagination and Humanity, Ytasha Womack ENCORE

According to Ytasha Womack, use of the imagination for self-development and social change is one of the greatest tenets of Afrofuturism. This show 

features Womacks presentation at the 2017 Sonic Acts Festival, Afrofuturism: Imagination and Humanity. She explores resilience encouraged through 

the championing of the imagination, tensions that arise from embracing hope, the separation of humanity from itself through the creation of the 

technology called race, and the power of storytelling.

Womack is author of the award winning book, Afrofuturism: The World of Black Sci Fi & Fantasy Culture.

Featuring:

Ytasha Womack, author of the award winning book, Afrofuturism: The World of Black Sci Fi & Fantasy Culture.

Informativo Pacifica 7/25/2019 6:00pm 28:01:00

(*)Denuncian nuevos casos de menores ciudadanos estadounidenses de origen latino detenidos por la policia de migracion.

(*) El fiscal especial Robert Mueller asegura que su investigacin especial no exoner a Donald Trump. 

(*) En Puerto Rico el gobernador de la isla renuncio al tiempo que enfrentaba un proceso de juicio politico por parte del congreso.

(*) They denounce new cases of minors American citizens of Latin origin detained by the immigration police. 

(*) Special prosecutor Robert Mueller says his special investigation does not exonerate Donald Trump. 

(*) In Puerto Rico the governor of the island resigned while facing a process of political trial by the congress.

International/National Racism Alternative Radio 8/2/2019 6:00pm 57:02:00

Benjamin Hett - How Hitler Happened

The post-WW1 Weimar Republic in Germany was the height of European civilization. Its scientists and scholars led the world. Its Bauhaus architecture 

was the rage. Its arts featured such luminaries as Fritz Lang, Bertolt Brecht, Kurt Weill and Thomas Mann. Yet, out of this modern democracy sprang 

Nazism, German fascism, and one of the most barbaric regimes ever. How did Hitler happened? It is one of the most important questions of history. 

What happened in Germany has disturbing resonances for our own time. Fascist-like regimes are taking power in many countries. We ignore 

disturbing signs at our peril from torchlight parades in Charlottesville with crowds chanting, “Jews Will Not Replace Us” to a synagogue massacre in 

Pittsburgh to the murder of African-Americans in a church in Charleston. What can we learn from the past to insure it doesn’t happen again? 

Benjamin Hett is the author of Burning the Reichstag, Crossing Hitler and The Death of Democracy. He is a professor of history at Hunter College and 

the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, and holds a Ph.D. in history from Harvard and a law degree from the University of Toronto. He 

grew up in Edmonton, Alberta, and now lives in New York 

Poltics/Activism/LGBTQ/Histo

ry Human Rights This Way Out 8/7/2019 6:00pm 28:59:00

"Straight Pride?"+Bill Clinton 2009+global LGBTQ news+more!

Once upon a time in the Oval Office with Bill Clinton; young queers question Straight Pride; the first gay man drummed out of the U.S. military is 

profiled in a Rainbow Minute; Montenegro rejects same-gender couple rights, a Warsaw court overrules an anti-queer sticker, Justin Trudeaus gay bar 

visit makes Canadian history, zealous "Christian" Israel Folau files a wrongful termination lawsuit against Rugby Australia, and more LGBTQ news 

from around the world! 

National & International 

Policies
Alternative Radio

5/10/2019 6:00pm 57:02:00

The list of U.S. invasions, occupations, coups and sanctions in Latin America is a mile long. It is after all, “our little region over here,” and our 

“backyard” according to policymakers in Washington. Starting with the Monroe Doctrine in 1823 the continent and its people have been a laboratory 

for U.S. intervention, a kind of piñata, a punching bag. As the U.S. became a world power, techniques perfected in Latin America were then globalized. 

Today, once again Washington turns its hegemonic gaze south. The National Security Advisor John Bolton denounces the “troika of tyranny”— Cuba, 

Venezuela and Nicaragua and the leaders of those countries as “the three stooges of socialism.” Apparently with no sense of shame or of history 

Bolton declared, “We’re not afraid to use the phrase ‘Monroe Doctrine’ in this administration.”

Disability Issues Making Contact 5/15/2019 6:30pm 29:00:00

Spanish Language 

News/International/National
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People with disabilities or disabled people? 

Disability: Our Culture Ourselves" in this episode we discuss disability, culture and identity from the perspective of disability communities themselves. 

Seattle based activist Dorian Taylor talks about the specific challenges disabled people face while accessing public transportation and Professor Sara 

Acevedo discusses the powerful ways that common language and terminology can shape our perceptions of disability, and why even today we are 

seeing further exclusion of disabled people.

National/International News 

Recap Between the Lines 8/12/2019 6:00pm 29:00:00

Trump's Proposed Rule Would Deny Food Stamps to 3.1 Million Food Insecure Americans; On 74th Anniv. of US Atomic Bomb Attack on Hiroshima & 

Nagasaki, World Faces New Nuclear Arms Race; Comprehensive Study on Medicare For All Refutes Criticism Leveled by Centrist Democrats & GOP

National/International Gun 

Violence Latino USA 8/12/2019 6:05pm 54:00:00

On August 3rd, a gunman opened fire at a Walmart in the border city of El Paso, Texas. 22 people were killed—eight were Mexican citizens and the 

majority were Latino. The suspect, in a white extremist manifesto posted online, cited what he called “an invasion” of Latinos in the U.S. The Walmart 

where the gunman opened fire is frequently visited by Latinos and Mexicans from both El Paso and Juarez—the neighboring city in Mexico. In this 

episode, Latino USA travels to El Paso, a town that has long been considered a commuter hub, to talk to residents impacted by the tragic shooting.

Economic/Civil Rights/Human 

Rights Making Contact 8/14/2019 6:30pm 29:00:00

Hawaii: A Voice For Sovereignty (Encore): Some call it "Paradise", but Hawaii isn't just a tourist getaway. Look beyond the resorts, and you'll find a 

history of opposition to US occupation. From sacred sites, to indigenous language, Hawaiians are fighting hard to protect their traditions, and their 

future. On this edition we hear excerpts from the 2012 film by Catherine Bauknight "Hawaii: A Voice for Sovereignty," which explores the history of 

Hawaii - from the beginning of the US occupation up to statehood and the present day. 

Gun Sense Forum Sprouts 8/22/2019 6:30pm 29:00:00

Gun Sense Forum in Des Moines Iowa: On August 10th a Gun Sense Forum for presidential candidates was held in Des Moines Iowa, in the wake of 

mass shootings in El Paso Texas and Dayton Ohio. 16 democratic candidates presented as well as numerous family members and victims of 

shootings, who questioned the candidates. 

Freedom of Speech/Civil LibertiesAlternative Radio 8/23/2019 6:00pm 57:00:00

Black History/Racism/Women Making Contact 8/28/2019 6:30pm 29:00:00

Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools (ENCORE) 

Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools is an examination of the experiences of black girls across the country whose intricate lives are 

misunderstood, highly judged "by teachers, administrators, and the justice system "and degraded by the very institutions charged with helping them 

flourish. In her new book, Morris shows how, despite obstacles, stigmas, stereotypes, and despair, black girls still find ways to breathe remarkable 

dignity into their lives in classrooms, juvenile facilities, and beyond.  

Social Justice/Incareration Making Contact 9/4/2019 6:30pm 29:00:00

Howard Zinn - Second Thoughts on the First Amendment

“Congress shall make no law…abridging freedom of speech.” There it is. Plain and simple. The First Amendment to the Constitution. But since 9/11 

that amendment has been under sustained attack. Whistleblowers John Kiriakou, Julian Assange, Chelsea Manning, Edward Snowden, and others are 

hounded, threatened and imprisoned by the U.S. government. A fascinating and compelling account of past and present efforts to secure and expand 

political and social rights for workers, women and African-Americans. A classic Zinn from our archives. 

Howard Zinn, professor emeritus at Boston University, was perhaps this country’s premier radical historian. He was born in Brooklyn in 1922. His 

parents, poor immigrants, were constantly moving to stay, as he once told me, “one step ahead of the landlord.” After high school, he went to work in 

the Brooklyn Navy Yard. During World War II, he saw combat duty as an air force bombardier. After the war, he went to Columbia University on the GI 

Bill. He taught at Spelman, the all black women’s college in Atlanta. He was an active figure in the civil rights movement and served on the board of 

SNCC, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. He was fired by Spelman for his activism. He was among the first to oppose U.S. aggression in 

Indochina. His book Vietnam: The Logic of Withdrawal was an instant classic. A principled opponent of imperialism and militarism, he was an advocate 

of non-violent civil disobedience. He spoke and marched against the U.S. wars on Afghanistan and Iraq. His masterwork, A People’s History of the 

United States, continues to sell in huge numbers. Among his many books are A Power Governments Cannot Suppress and Original Zinn with David 

Barsamian. Just before his death he completed his last great project, the documentary The People Speak. Always ready to lend a hand, he believed in 

and practiced solidarity. Witty, erudite, generous and loved, Howard Zinn, friend and teacher, passed away on January 27, 2010. His words inspire 

many the world over, “We don’t have to wait for some grand utopian future. To live now, as human beings should live, in defiance of all that is bad 

around us, is itself a marvelous victory.”
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Courtesy of the Decarcerated Podcast, host Marlon Peterson hosts a live conversation with Common Justice founder Danielle Sered. Sereds New Book, 

Until We Reckon: Violence, Mass Incarceration, and a Road to Repair explores the difficult transformations we need to make " both as individuals and 

as a society " before we can displace and replace the prison industrial complex. Danielle tackles the difficult question of violent crime, instead of lower 

level drug offenses, and he argues that real healing takes place when the perpetrator of a violent crime is held accountable to the victim, not to a 

court. The survivor of a violent crime knows what they need to heal, and oftentimes what they need has nothing to do with the prison industrial 

complex.  The interview took place at The Brooklyn Public Librarys Dweck Center on April 10, 2019.  Featuring: Danielle Sered, founder of Common 

Justice and author of Until We Reckon: Violence, Mass Incarceration, and a Road to Repair; Marlon Peterson, host of the Decarcerated Podcast.

International LGBTQ This Way Out 9/18/2019 6:00pm 28:59:00

From Russia with Homophobia + global LGBTQ news!

Russia deploys homophobia in its war against liberal democracies; thousands come out for Sarajevos first-ever Pride Parade, Marvels gay Avengers 

beat bias in Rio, Canadas first Chick-fil-A ruffles Toronto feathers, Maryland gay dads sue the State Department for their babys U.S. citizenship, 

Ireland and Iceland leaders roll out the rainbows for not homophobic U.S. Vice President Mike Pounce, and more LGBTQ news from around the world! 

International /National News 

Recap Informativo Pacifica 9/26/2019 6:00pm 28:01:00

Abren proceso de juicio politico contra el presidente de Estados Unidos Donald Trump.

(*) Tribunal supremo de Espaa autoriza la exhumacin del dictador Francisco Franco.

(*) Representantes de Latinoamrica, Asia, frica, Europa y Norte Amrica participan en el Primer Encuentro Continental de Afectados por Represas.

(*) They open the process of political trial against the president of the United States, Donald Trump.

(*) Supreme Court of Spain authorizes the exhumation of the dictator Francisco Franco.

(*) Representatives from Latin America, Asia, Africa, Europe and North America participate in the First Continental Meeting of Those Affected by Dams

Economic/Political Alternative Radio 9/27/2019 6:00pm 57:01:00

The contemporary capitalist economic system has an extraordinary component to it. That is the connection between the government, and the financial 

sector, the big banks. What banks? The Big 5 are JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Goldman Sachs and Citigroup. Their assets are in 

the trillions of dollars. The economic and political implications of capital resources of that magnitude are enormous. Regulations have been relaxed 

creating the way for another financial meltdown. But if the banks do get into trouble the state is there to bail them out as it did in the crash of 2007-

2008. Some are calling for the breakup of the big banks. That will be a tough task as the state/finance nexus is so tight but it is an issue that must be 

addressed. There is also an alternative model, publicly-owned banks as in the case of North Dakota. 

David Harvey is the Distinguished Professor of Anthropology and Geography at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. He is the 

author of many books, including The Limits to Capital, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, Spaces of Global Capitalism, A Companion to Marx’s Capital, 

Seventeen Contradictions and the End of Capitalism and The Ways of the World. He is among the top twenty most cited authors in the humanities and 

is the world’s most cited academic geographer.

Weekly News Recap Between the Lines 9/30/2019 6:00pm 29:01:00

New Ukraine-Trump Scandal Strengthens Already Strong Case for Impeachment; Trump Appears to Retreat from Launching Retaliatory Attack on 

Iran; Standing Rock Sioux Nation Continues Legal Battle Against North Dakota Access Pipeline
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